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1. Introduction. This paper is concerned with the question of convergence

of continued fractions of the form

1      a.2     a3 <z4

1 + 14-1+7+"'

in which the an are complex numbers. Our investigation began with a com-

parison of the infinite series

(1.2) ±+(±-±)+(±-±)+...,
B,    \B2    Bj     \B3 Bj

equivalent to the sequence of approximants of the continued fraction, with a

convergent positive term series 2~2pn- It was found that if rn = pn+1/pn, and

(1-3) rn I 1 + an + an+11 ^ rnrn^ \ an \ + | an+1 \,

n=l, 2, 3, • • • , rQ = r_i = a, = 0, then the serieszZpn is a majorant for (1.2),

so that the continued fraction converges.

Later, in proving that the Pringsheim convergence theorem can be ob-

tained from the above by specializing the series 2~2pn, it was discovered that

the inequalities (1.3) have a second interpretation. In fact, if an^0, and

Xi      Xv x%

(1.4) y0 + —    —    — •••
yi + j2 + y3 +

denotes the even (odd) "contraction" of (1.1), then the inequalities (1.3) for

odd (even) values of n may be written in the form

(1-5) I Ciyi I = I,       I cnyn \ = \ cn-Xcnyn \ + 1,

n = 2, 3, 4, • • • , where c„^0. But these are precisely the Pringsheim rela-

tions] for the continued fraction (1.4). Hence if the inequalities (1.3) hold

for some r„>0 (not necessarily related to a convergent series zZPn), the

* Presented to the Society, September 8, 1939; received by the editors May 26, 1939, and, in

revised form, October 27, 1939.

t O. Perron, Die Lehre von den Kettenbrüchen (referred to hereafter as "Perron"), 2d edition,

Leipzig and Berlin, 1929, pp. 257-258, formulas (5).
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sequences of even and odd approximants of (1.1) have limits, finite or infinite,

and the limit of the even (odd) approximants is finite if inequality holds in

(1.3) for an odd (even) index. Thus the relations (1.3) have two interpretations,

and therefore are extremely important instruments in the convergence theory.

One of the most important results obtained in the paper is the "parabola

theorem," namely, that if the elements a„ of (1.1) lie within or upon the

parabola |z| — 9t(z) = l/2, then the continued fraction converges if and only

if some an is 0, or the series Xl^l diverges, where öi = l, a„ = l/t)„_i&„,

n = 2, 3, 4, ■ • ■ . In the first announcement of the theorem,* the a„ were

restricted to lie in a closed bounded region entirely within the parabola, a

result which was obtained using r«=r<l in (1.3). Using the second interpre-

tation of the inequalities, we were able later to remove the restriction re-

quiring the an to lie in the interior of the parabola, and to replace the

boundedness condition by the condition on the series XI °n \ ■

The parabola cannot be replaced by a "better" curve symmetric with

respect to the real axis. We thus characterize completely all regions in the com-

plex plane, symmetric with respect to the real axis, in which the elements an may

vary independently while the continued fraction remains convergent. We have

therefore, in a certain sense, extended as far as possible the theorem given by

Worpitzkyf three-quarters of a century ago, namely, that (1.1) converges if

\an\ n = 2, 3, 4, • • • .

Other results obtained include: a notable improvement in the Pringsheim

theorem on uniform convergence (Theorem B), the "triangle theorem"

(Theorem G), some results on the problem of Szdsz (§6), and the theorem

that if (1.3) holds and the an are bounded, then (1.1) converges (Theorem E).

The methods used throughout the paper are elementary in character, and

are based strictly upon the continued fraction algorithm.

2. The first interpretation of the fundamental inequalities. The basic

result of this paper is embodied in the theorem which follows.

Theorem A. Let (1.1) be a continued fraction with complex elements an,

and nth approximant A„/Bn. Suppose that for some nonnegative numbers rn the

inequalities (1.3) hold. Then Bn^0, n=l, 2, 3, ■ ■ • , and the series

l-f-Xrir2 • • ■ rnis a major ant for the series (1.2). The continued fraction con-

verges if some a„ is 0, or if the series 14-TViTa • ■ ■ rn converges. The sum of the

latter series is an upper bound for the absolute value of the continued fraction.

Proof. By (1.3) we have B2 = l-fa^O, B3 = l4-a24-a3^0; and if we

* Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, abstract 45-7-277.

f Worpitzky, Jahresbericht, Friedrichs-Gymnasium und Realschule, Berlin, 1865, pp. 3-39. Inde-

pendent proofs of this theorem were given later by Pringsheim and by Van Vleck.
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put cB = a„+iJ5„_i/5B+i, n—X, 2, 3, ■ • • , we have |ci| =| 02/(1+02)! Sn,

\c2\ = |o3/(l+02+o3)| Sr2. Let us assume that 73B+1^0, |c„| Srn, for

»=1, 2, 3, • • • , k, k^2, and prove that the same holds for n = k+l, and

hence for all n. Inasmuch as

iB+i

7iB+ 1

An
=    CiC2 ■

it will follow that l+X/i^ ■ ■ • r„ is a majorant for the series (1.2), so that

the continued fraction converges if 1+E*"ifs ■ • • f» converges. Since 5B^0,

for all «, the continued fraction converges if some oB is 0.

From the recursion relation 7>B = 73B_i+a„73B_2, «5:2, we easily obtain the

formula

(2.1)

* = 2, 3, 4,

-B*+2 = (1 + a«;+i + «4+2)^4 — akak+iBk^2,

If ai+2 ?^ 0, so that rk+i>0, then we have

Bk+2       1 + o*+i + o*+2     ot+i a,kBk-2

ak+2Bk Ofc+2

or, by (1.3) and our assumption,

Ofc+2 Bk

Bk+2

ak+2Bk

>
1 +

ßj;+2 Ofc+2

> 0.

Hence Bk+2 5* 0, and | ck+i \ iS n+i. On the other hand, if ak+2 = 0, it follows from

the fundamental recursion formula that Bk+2 = Bk+1^0, and |c*+i| = 0Srk+i.

This completes the induction and the proof of Theorem A.

Since Theorem A is simply a comparison theorem for the series (1.2),

we have at once by the Weierstrass uM-test," the following theorem on uni-

form convergence of continued fractions.

Theorem 2.1. If in the continued fraction (1.1) of Theorem A, the elements

an are functions of any variables over a domain D in which the inequalities (1.3)

hold, with the rn independent of the variables, and if the series 1 +X/rr2 ■ ■ ■ rn

converges, then the continued fraction converges uniformly over 77.

If in Theorem A we use the series

(2.2) +
k+l

/Ak+2 Ak+A /Ak+3 Ak+2\

\Bk+2     Bk+i/     \Bk+3 Bk+2/

instead of the series (1.2) we get by the same methods the more general

result:
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Theorem A'. // there exist an index k^zO, and numbers r„S:0, n = k + l,

k + 2, k+3, • ■ ■ , such that Ak+i, Bk+2, Bk+i^0 and

rk+i I Bic+iAic+i I S: | a2a3 ■ ■ •       |,      rk+2 \ Bk+31 = | ak+sBk+i |,

rn I 1 + an 4- an+i \ = rnrn-i \ an | +1 an+2 [,

n = k+3, £4-4, k+5, • • • , then the series

(2.3) - '•4'- - ( 1 + äZ  rk+irki.2   ■ ■ rn J
-1 I \ n=k+l IBk+l I \ n-ft+l

a major ant j or the series (2.2). The continued fraction converges ijsome an is 0

fom^k + 2, or if the series (2.3) converges.

3. Relation of Theorem A to other convergence criteria. We now prove

a second theorem.

Theorem B. Let pi, p2, p3, ■ ■ ■ be real and positive, px>l. Then the con-

tinued fraction (1.1) in which the elements a„ are functions of any variables

converges uniformly over the domain characterized by the inequalities

(3.1) I a„ I S (Pn - l)/pnpn-i, » = 2, 3, 4, • • • .

The quantity

(3.2) 14-    -   /—-—-1-1
Pi- i\pt   l + X'iPi ~      - i) • • • (P» - i)/

is an upper bound for the absolute value of the continued fraction over the domain,

and is actually attained if an= (1 —pn)/p„pn-i, n = 2, 3, 4, • • ■ .

This theorem includes the general Pringsheim criterion.] However,

our theorem goes farther and gives an upper bound for the absolute value

of the continued fraction. The greatest improvement is in respect to the

question of uniform convergence. Pringsheim required that the series

zZ(Pi~ l)(pz— 1) ' " ' (pn— 1) be divergent in order to obtain uniform con-

vergence of the continued fraction. %

Proof of Theorem B. Let tn = (p„ — \)pnpn-i, and form the continued frac-

tion

(3.3) 1/1 - hfl - t3/l

Let Gn/Hn be the wth convergent of (3.3) and put

- pifr '   • p»Hn,   « = 1, 2, 3, //0*=1,

t Perron, p. 258, Theorem 26. It is to be noted that there is no loss in generality in assuming

pi>l in that theorem.

t Perron, p. 262, Theorem 30.
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so that H* = pnH*-i—pnpn-itnH*-2, n = 2, 3, 4, • • • , and

H* -//*_! = (pn - ~ HnU) =  (pi ~  l)(pt ~  1) • • "  (Pn - 1),

n = 1, 2, 3, • • • . Thus 7J„*St 1, and consequently H„>0 for all n.

We take for rn in Theorem A the quantity

Inasmuch as Hn+i = (1 — tn — tn+\)Hn-i — tntn-\Hn-s, we readily verify that

r„(l-/„-/„+i)=r„r„_2^+i„+i, w = 3, 4, 5, • ■ ■ , (r0 = r-i = h = 0). Hence it

follows from (3.1) and the definition of tn that the elements of the continued

fraction satisfy the inequalities of Theorem A with the values of the rn which

we have determined.

it follows that the series l+2^rir2 ■ ■ ■ rn converges; and since the rn are

independent of the variables, it follows by Theorem 2.1 that the continued

fraction converges uniformly over the domain of the variables.

The quantity (3.2) is simply the sum of the majorant series, and is there-

fore an upper bound for the absolute value of the continued fraction. It is

attained by the continued fraction when an = — tn.

This completes the proof of Theorem B.

By specializing the pn in Theorem B the familiar special Pringsheim

criteria] may be obtained, with the attendant upper bounds. For example,

setting pn = 2 we obtain this theorem:

Theorem 3.1. (Worpitzky.) The continued fraction (1.1) converges if

\an\ gl/4, n = 2, 3, 4, • • ■ .

In this case the upper bound for the absolute value of the continued

fraction is 2, and if an = —1/4, this value is attained.

The importance of Theorem B is illustrated by the fact that the proof of

the following theorem of Van Vleck as given by Perron % can now be con-

siderably shortened.

Theorem 3.2. (Van Vleck.) Let Si, s2, s3, ■ ■ ■ be real numbers, and

h, h, h, ■ ■ ■ complex numbers, such that

Tn — tn+lHn—l/Hn+1, n = 1, 2, 3, • • • .

Since

0 < Sj < 1, 0 S sn < 1 H = 2, 3, 4, • • • ,

ft = 1, 2, 3, • • • ;

f Perron, pp. 259-260.

t Perron, pp. 262-264.
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and let x be a complex variable. Then the continued fraction

sihxni     Stil - si)t2xni     j»(l - s2)t3xn*

I     +       ~T       + 1 +

(«,■ positive integers) converges uniformly for \ x\ gl. The modulus of the analytic

function which the continued fraction represents cannot exceed

Sl  hxn> \   1 +
Si ^-\oo S\S2

i + (i - soLr
(1 - 50(1 - 52) • • ■ (1 - 5n)J

Proof. Take pn = \/(\—sn), n = \, 2, 3, • • • , in Theorem B.

As an illustration of the last theorem, the function x/(arc tan x) has the

continued fraction expansion*

1 +

x2 4x2 9x2

1-3      3-5 5-7

1   +   1   +   1 +

to which Theorem 3.2 is applicable with sn = n/(2n-\-\). We find that the

modulus of the function does not exceed l + |x2| if \x\ gl.

In the proof of the next theorem we use for the first time the second inter-

pretation of the fundamental inequalities, which was mentioned in the

introduction.

Theorem C. The continued fraction of Theorem A converges at least in the

wider sense if

(3.4) lim inf {rxr2rz ■ ■ • rn) = 0,

and converges to a finite value if (3.4) holds and actual inequality holds at least

once in (1.3).

Proof. We need only consider the case where an^0, n = 2, 3, 4, • • • ,

since Theorem A disposes of the case where some an is 0. If a„5^0 for all n,

it is clear that r„ > 0 for all n.

Consider the continued fractions

(3.5) 1

(3.6)

1 + «! —   1 + a3 + a4 — 1 4- as + ae -

a2 a3ai ö5«6

1 + 02 + 03  — 1 + fl4 + a6 —   1 + a6 + a7

* Perron, p. 351, formula (17) (in slightly different form).
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The approximants of (3.5) are the even approximants* of (1.1), while those

of (3.6) are the odd approximants of (1.1). We now write the inequalities

(1.3) in the form

(3.7)

(3.8)

-j-r I 1 + Oi I 1,

r2n+l     I I P2n+1 ?"2n-l   . .

-r I 1 + ffl2n+i + ö2n+21 =S -j-r i-r | ö2nß2n+i I + 1;
#2n+2 I I Ö2n+2 | | Ö2n |

"j-j" I  1 + «2 + «3 I S   1 ,

Tln+t     I I >"2n+2 Tin       . Ill

-T I 1 + «271+2 + Ö2n+3 | = "j-T "j-T | 027i+l«2n+2 | T 1 ,

*2n+3 I I Ö2n+3 I I d2n+l I

w=l, 2, 3, • • • . 73m< the conditions (3.7) constitute a Pringsheim test for (3.5)

provided inequality holds at least once;] and the same is true for conditions

(3.8) and the continued fraction (3.6). It should be noted that the continued

fractions (3.5), (3.6) may diverge to <x> if at every stage in the conditions

(3.7), (3.8) equality holds. In any case the limits lim„_w (Ain/B2n) = La,

limB=cc (A&_i) ■= L\ exist, finite or infinite.

But by Theorem A,

An+1 A,

Bn+i Bn

rir2 ■ • •>•„

so that by (3.4), L0 = Li. If inequality holds at least once in (1.3), then this

common limit of the two sequences is finite, and the continued fraction

converges.

In a recent paper, Leightont obtained a convergence theorem for (1.1)

by applying the Pringsheim inequalities to (3.7) and (3.8) separately. Since

the element ai appearing in his work can have no bearing upon the con-

vergence of the continued fraction, it will be seen that his result may be

stated as follows:

Theorem 3.3. (Leighton.) LeZ§

[ 1 + «iI    l,     11+ !,
(3.9)

1 + an + an+i I S:   an^an  + 1,

* Perron, p. 201, formulas (7), (8).

f See the second footnote.

t Walter Leighton, Duke Mathematical Journal, vol. 4 (1938), pp. 775-778.

§ The proof as given by Leighton would not permit equality in the first two relations, which,

however, we allow only when some a„ vanishes.
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« = 3,4,5, • • • . Then the continued fraction (1.1) converges if some an vanishes,

or if actual inequality holds in the first two relations (3.9) and lim inf \ an\ < oo.

Proof. Multiply the inequalities (3.9) by | a2|, | a3\, | at\, ■ ■ ■ , respec-

tively, and they take the form (1.3) where rn=\an+1\. Hence if some o„

vanishes, the continued fraction converges by Theorem A.

If an ?^0, n iS 2, then by hypothesis actual inequality holds in the first two

relations (1.3), so that (3.5), (3.6) converge. Moreover, the quantities

li = -Bi-
as

B3
a3\

r\ r2

are positive. We then have by (2.1), (1.3), the inequalities

Bk+i I —
Ok+2 I

rk+i
Bk I j iS ft-i I ak+111B,

Tk-l

Bk k = 2,

and therefore

I B2n+2 I —

(3.10)

B2n+3 I

«2n+2 I

«2n+3 I

^2n+2

B2n      rxr3 • ■ ■ r2n_i a3as

B2n+i I iS r*r* • ■ • r2n \ a^

■ ain+i \ gi > 0,

• «2n+2 I g2 > 0.

When r„ = \ an+i \, these inequalities become

I -B2n+21 — I B2n I iS I a2a3 ■ • • a2n+i I gi,
(3.H) I I     I I     I I

I -B2n+31 — I B2n+i \ S I «3^4 • • ■ a2n+21 g2.

Consequently,

(3.12)

L2n+2 '2n+l

B2n+2

A2n+i

B2„+i

A2n

B2n+l B2

<

<

a2

^-[(l^l-1)'-ö2„+2 I \ I  -D2n+1 1 /•>2n+l

1 /1 B2n+21 \

■Bsn+ilVI  B2n I /

Since by (3.11) the sequences \B2n\ and |i>2„_i| are strictly monotone in-

creasing, they must have limits, finite or infinite. If either has a finite limit,

we see from (3.12), remembering that (3.5), (3.6) both converge, that the

continued fraction (1.1) converges. If lim \B2n\ =lim = 00, we have

the inequalities
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so that under the hypothesis lim inf \an\ < °°, the right-hand member of at

least one of (3.12) must have the inferior limit 0, and, therefore, the con-

tinued fraction converges in this case also.

Of course, the inequalities (3.10) hold whenever the r„>0 exist satisfying

(1.3) with inequality for n = 1, 2. We therefore have

I2n+3 l2n+2

B2n+3 B2n+2

Ö2«3 «2n+3 I

<

I ^2n+2^2n+3 |

#2n+3 I

<
I «2n+3 I

fin {

1
«2n+2 I

>"2n+l

B2

B2n+2 }{-

Ö2n+3 I

>"2n+2

B2n+l

B2n+3 I

gig2r\r2 ■ ■ ■ r2n

and, similarly,

l2n+2 I2n+1

B2n+2 B2n+l

<

|«2n+2 I

ftn—1

Now if lim inf far* ■ • • r„) = 0, (1.1) converges by Theorem C. If rir2 ■ • • r„

is bounded away from 0, these inequalities show that if lim inf | a„| =0 the

continued fraction converges. Hence we have proved

Theorem 3.4. If in the continued fraction (1.1) the inequalities (1.3) hold

with inequality for »=1, 2, then the continued fraction converges if lim inf | a„\

= 0.

4. Convergence theorems involving 2~1 \ b*. \ ■ If the elements an are differ-

ent from 0, the continued fraction (1.1) can be thrown into the form

l/bx+l/tj2+l/Ö3+ • ■ • , where &i=l, a„ = 1/öA-i, w = 2, 3, 4, • • • . There-

fore, by a theorem of von Koch,* the even and odd approximants of the con-

tinued fraction will have distinct limits, finite or infinite, if the series zZ\°n\

converges. Then a necessary condition for the convergence of the continued frac-

tion is the divergence of the series 7 .[ 6.|.

In this section we shall give some conditions under which the divergence

of the series 221 I is sufficient to insure the convergence of the continued

fraction.

Theorem D. If there exist positive numbers rn satisfying the inequalities

(1.3), with actual inequality holding for at least one even and one odd index,

and if

(4.1) fWs • • • f2n-i < M,      r2rtr6 ■ ■ ■ r2„ < M,

* Perron, p. 235, Theorem 6.
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n=l, 2, 3, ■ ■ ■ , where M is a finite constant, then a necessary and sufficient

condition for the convergence of the continued fraction

(4.2) 1/1 + o,/l + o,/l + o«/H-, an*0,

is that the series2~2\ M diverge, where bi=l, an=l/bn-ibn, n = 2, 3, 4, • • • .

Proof. We may assume that actual inequality holds in (1.3) for n = \, 2.

For if inequality holds for a certain index n, we may slightly increase

rn-2, rn-4, • in such a way as to introduce inequality for n=\, 2. This

cannot affect condition (4.1) since the values of only a finite number of the

rn have been changed.

In terms of the bn the continued fraction (4.2) takes the form

(4.3) 1/i, + l/h+ 1/1»« +

If PjQn is the wth approximant of (4.3) one may easily verify the relation

(4.4) bn+iQn+3 =  (bn+ibn+2bn+3 + bn+l + bn+3)Qn+\ ~ bn+3Qn-l,

n = l, 2, 3, • • • . From this we obtain by means of (1.3) the inequality

(4.5)       I Gh., I- '
+3

bn+i 10Qn+l\-\Qn
>"n+2

n=\, 2, 3, ■ ■ ■ . Since (1.3) holds with actual inequality for « = 1, 2, the

quantities

1 Qt I n - I Öo I I ös I r, - I Ö! I
e\ =

\bt\ri I bt I ft

are positive. On introducing the proper factors in (4.5) and summing we get

(4.6) r3rh ■ ■ ■ r2n+1 | Q2n+2 | S ci ^1 + £ r«ri*»V ■ ■ ■ r2\^r2k+1 \ b2k+21^

and

(4.7) r4r6 • • • r2n+2\ Q2n+3\ IS e2^l + ^ r2r?r62 • ■ • rik_2r2k | 62t+i |^.

Now

(4.8)
P P + 1

<2ti Qti+1 QnQ71+1 I

and the limits lim„=00 (P2„/Q2n), Hmn=a0 (Psn-i/Qsn-i) both exist and are

finite. Hence the continued fraction will converge if l/\QnQn+i\ has the lower

limit 0. By Theorem C, if rxr2 ■ • ■ r„ has the lower limit 0, our theorem is
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granted. Hence there remains only the case where, for a constant c>0,

c g r3r6 • • • r2n_i < M,      eg r4r6 •••***,< J£.

The theorem now follows from a consideration of (4.6), (4.7), and the hy-

pothesis that the series     t>„| is divergent.

Theorem E. If the numbers an in (1.1) are all less in absolute value than a

constant M, and if there exist positive numbers rn satisfying the inequalities (1.3)

with actual inequality for an even and an odd index, then the continued fraction

converges.

Proof. We may suppose the <z„5^0, for this case is treated in Theorem A.

Furthermore we may suppose that lim inf (rir2 ■ ■ ■ rn) S c > 0, for otherwise

Theorem C applies. From a composition of corresponding terms in the in-

equalities (4.6), (4.7) we get

r%r\ ■ ■ ■ rn+i I Q„+iQn+2| rS eie2(l + zZ rir^iri ■ ■ ■ r2_xrnrn+i \ bn+xbn+i \ ).

If lim sup (rj/2 • ■ • rn) g N, where N is finite, then

i            i ^
lim sup   <2n+10/„+2| S-1 nrt + 2-, r?r-? ■ ■ ■ rk2-\rkrk+xM

and it is evident that the series on the right diverges. Then we have

lim sup I Qn+\Qn+21 = <». If N is infinite we have | Qn+iQn+2 \ > e\e2(rir2 ■ r n+i)M,

and lim sup |<3„+i<3„+2| = as. The theorem now follows from (4.8).

5. Convergence regions. By a convergence region for the continued frac-

tion (1.1) we shall understand a set IF of points in the complex plane such

that if a2, a3, ai; ■ ■ • are arbitrary points in W the continued fraction con-

verges. A convergence region is necessarily bounded. For if W were un-

bounded, we could choose the an^0 in W in such a way that the series

^|6„| would be convergent, where bi = l, a„ = l/bn_ibn, and for this choice

of the an the continued fraction would diverge by oscillation. On the other

hand, if the a„^0 lie in any bounded region, it is clear that the series 2~Z I ̂ «|

must diverge.

Worpitzky* showed that the interior and boundary of the circle \z\ —1/4

is a convergence region for (1.1); and since (1.1) diverges if a„= —1/4 —c

where c is real and positive, it follows that the interior and boundary of a

circle with center at the origin and radius greater than 1/4 cannot be a con-

vergence region. Szäszf obtained convergence regions containing the origin,

which neither contain nor are contained in the circle | z\ = 1/4.

■

* See the second footnote on page 156.

f Szdsz, Journal für die reine und angewandte Mathematik, vol. 147 (1916), pp. 132-160.
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We now propose to characterize completely all convergence regions which are

symmetric with respect to the real axis.

In order to obtain a necessary restriction upon such a region, consider the

continued fraction l/l + z/l+z/l + z/l+z/l + •'♦ • , in which z = x+iy,

z=x—iy, x, y real. If this continued fraction converges, then the continued

fraction

z      z      z      z z
(5.1) -z + —    —    —    —    — ■■■

1+1 + 1 + 1 + 1 +

must converge, as well as the continued fraction

1 + 2* - 1 + 2x - 1 + 2* -

having as approximants the odd approximants of (5.1). Now if the latter

converges, it must have a real value, which is a root of the quadratic equa-

tion in u:

u2 - (1 + 2x)u + (x2 + y2) = 0.

Consequently, it is necessary for the convergence of (5.1) that y2g#+l/4,

that is, z shall lie within or upon the parabola |z| — 9t(z) = l/2, where dt(z)

denotes the real part of z. Therefore a convergence region for (1.1) which is

symmetric with respect to the real axis is necessarily a finite region bounded by

this parabola. We shall prove that this necessary condition is also a sufficient

condition.

Theorem F. (The parabola theorem.) If the elements a„ of the continued

fraction (1.1) lie within or upon the parabola (see figure)

(5.2) |z| -9t(*) = 1/2,

then:

(a) The denominator of the nth approximant A„/Bn is different from 0 for

all n.

(b) The sequences of even and odd approximants have finite limits L0 and L\,

and IL0 — Li\ gl.
(c) If an 5^0, n = 2, 3, 4, ■ • • , the continued fraction converges if and only if

the series 2~2\     diverges, where bi= 1, an = l/bnbn-i, n = 2, 3, 4, ■ • • .

(d) If some a„ vanishes, the continued fraction converges and equals one of

its approximants.

(e) The parabola (5.2) is the best possible curve symmetric with respect to

the real axis having these properties.
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Proof. Part (e) follows from the fact shown above that when a2„ = z,

<h„-i = z, the continued fraction diverges if z lies outside the parabola.

The other parts of the theorem will follow from Theorems A and D, if

we show that the inequalities (1.3) hold for r„ = l, with actual inequality for

n=\, 2.

Put a„ = un-\-ivn where un, vn are real. Then if an lies in or upon the parabola

(5.2), we must have

I a* I = «„ 4- hj2, n = 2, 3, 4, • • • ,

where 0 g hn g 1. We then have

I 1 + «21 S 1 + m2 > «2 + h2/2 = I a21,

I 1 + a2 + a31 IS 1 + m2 + m3 = (1 — A2/2 — h3/2) + \ at \ + \ a3 \ > \ a3\,

I 1 + an + an+1 I S 1 + «n + «n+i S «, + A»/2 + mn+l 4- A„+i/2

!S I a„ I 4- I an+i \,

« = 3, 4, 5, • ■ • , as was to be proved.

It is of interest to note the analogy between the above result and the

following important and general convergence criterion of Van Vleck :*

Theorem 5.1. (Van Vleck.) Let b„ = l^le*" where

_ - tt/2 4- t g 0„ g tt/2 - e, e > 0,

* Perron, pp. 264-271.
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w=l,2,3,- -, and suppose not all the bn with odd index are 0. The then

sequences of even and odd approximants of the continued fraction

+       + l/fci + • • •

have finite limits; and the continued fraction converges if and only if the series

zZ\°n\ diverges.

It is interesting to note that the expression | a„\ — 9?(a„) appearing in the

parabola theorem occurs in the following theorem of Szäsz:*

Theorem 5.2. (Szäsz.) The continued fraction (1.1) converges if the series

2~2\an\ converges, and

oo

L { I a» I - 3f(0} < 2.
2

It is easy to construct examples where convergence can be established by

Theorem 5.1 but not by Theorem A or our later theorems, and vice versa.

The same statement applies to Theorem 5.2, where, however, at most three

of the an's can lie outside the parabola. But if, for example, a2 is taken out-

side the parabola equal to — 1+e, and a3 = 04 = l, then if the other an's are

chosen so that

00 00

Zl «n| - E^(0 < 2«, e > 0,
5 5

the conditions of Szäsz are satisfied, but the inequalities (1.3) cannot hold

for nonnegative rn. In fact, we must have ri =t | a21 /11 + a21 =l/e— 1. But

11+03+04! <riIa31 if e<l/4, and hence it is not possible to determine r3^0.

We have seen that a convergence region for (1.1) which is symmetric

with respect to the real axis must lie in the parabola (5.2). We now turn our

attention to the problem of finding convergence regions which are not sym-

metric with respect to the real axis.

Theorem G. (The triangle theorem.) Let P(x, y) be any point upon the

curve (see figure after Theorem F)

(5.3) y = (2x + 1)(4* + V)ut/2x,

in the plane of z = x-\-iy. Let O denote the origin and Q the point z = x. Then

the closed region made up of the interior and boundary of the triangle OPQ is a

convergence region for the continued fraction (1.1).

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem F, we show that Theorem D applies

* Perron, p. 259.
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with rn = 1. Let m be the slope of the line OP. Then if a„ is in the triangle

OPQ, we may write an = un(\-srimtn), where un is the real part of an, and

OStnS 1. Since u2> —1/2 it follows that 11 1 > | fls|, so that the first in-

equality (1.3) holds with ri = 1. Since un = —1/4, m2ms"S0, "S 0, where »»* is

the imaginary part of a„, it is easily seen that | 14-a24-a3| > | a«.|, so that the

second inequality (1.3) holds. Thus actual inequality holds in the first two

relations (1.3). The remaining inequalities will hold provided

(1 + 2un 4- 2un+1 4- 2unun+1)

!> 2m„m„+1[(1 + mV)1/2(l + mH!)w, - 2mW],

« = 3, 4, 5, • • • , where s = tn, t = tn+\. We find that the maximum of the

bracketed part in the right-hand member of (5.4) for s, t between 0 and 1 is

(14-w2)1'2. Hence (5.4) will hold if

(5.5) [(1 + rn*)1'* - lRwn+i - «„ - «„+i g 1/2.

We next maximize the left-hand member of (5.5) in the two cases un>0, u„ <0,

and find that in the first case (5.5) will hold if w = un satisfies the inequality

(5.6) w $ [2{(1 + [1 + w2]1'2)}1'2 - 2]-1,

while in the second case (5.5) will hold provided w= — u„ satisfies (5.6). But

this is precisely the condition that the point P shall lie upon the curve (5.3).

The proof of Theorem G is now complete.

It is easy to show that any bounded set of points lying upon a ray from the

origin, in the right half-plane, is a convergence region for (1.1). In fact, upon

such a ray the inequalities (1.3) hold for r„ = 1 with actual inequality through-

out. To see this, put an = ane2i°n in (1.3), and the latter take the form

rn-2an -\-

= 4{a„ sin2 0„ 4- a„a„+i sin2 (0„+i — 0„) 4- a„+i sin2 0„+J} ,

«=1,2,3, ■ • •, (r0 = r_i = ai = 0). When r„= 1, 0„=0 = const., these reduce to

1 + 2a2 S 0,       (a, 4- «,) cos 20 S - (1 + «22)/(<*2 + at).,

(a„ + a„+i) cos 20 S — 1/2,

« = 3,4,5, • • • . These are obviously satisfied with actual inequality through-

out, if -7r/2 = 20g7r/2.

As an application, consider an arbitrary sequence Xi, x2, x3, ■ ■ ■ with

nonnegative real parts. Let vn be the ray from the origin upon which xn lies.
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Choose y„ upon v„ but in the parabola (5.2). Then if a2 = xh a3 = yi, ai = y2,

a*, = x2, 06=^2, 07 = 73, as = x3, ■ ■ • , it is clear that the inequalities (1.3) are

satisfied with r„ = l. If, in particular, the yn have a limit point in the finite

plane (and they can evidently be so chosen), then the continued fraction

1/1 +a2/1 +03/1 + • • • converges by Theorem D. This shows that it is possi-

ble for the an to be everywhere dense in the right half-plane for a convergent con-

tinued fraction (1.1).*

6. The problem of Szäsz.t Szäsz proposed the following general problem:

To assign neighborhoods to the elements of a given convergent continued fraction

in which these elements may vary without destroying the convergence property of

the continued fraction. We shall indicate in this section how Theorem A may

be applied to this problem.

We consider a convergent continued fraction

1       Ci c3
6.1

1 + 1 + 1 +

and seek to determine positive numbers fa, t3, fa, ■ ■ ■ such that if

(6.2) | «» - Cn\ jg t»,' n = 2, 3, 4, • • • ,

then the continued fraction

1       02 03

T + T +T +'
will converge. The theorems of the preceding sections may be applied to this

problem in certain cases. For that purpose put

an = cn + SJ„, n = 2, 3, 4, • • • , 0 g | Sn | g 1,

in the inequalities (1.3). Then these inequalities will hold provided

ri \ 1 + c%\ ̂ I c%I + (1 + n)h,

(6.3) r21 1 + c2 + c31 ̂  I c31 + (1 + r-2)i3 + r2fa,

r» I 1 + cn + c„+i I = rnrn_21 cn\ + \ cn+1 \ + (1 + rn)tn+\ + r»(l + r„_a)/n,

n = 3, 4, 5, • • • . It follows that if there exist positive numbers r„, tn satisfying

(6.3) , then

(6.4) rn I 1 + cn + cn+i I     r„r„_21 cn \ + \ c„+11,

« = 1,2,3, • • • , (r_i = r0 = ai = 0), and hence under suitable restrictions, (1.1)

* Leighton and Wall showed that this can be done for the entire plane. See American Journal of

Mathematics, vol. 58 (1936), pp. 267-281; p. 269.
f See the second footnote on page 165.
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will converge if (6.2) holds. If the an, c„, tn are functions of variables, and the

rn are independent of the variables, then under suitable conditions the con-

vergence will be uniform.

It is convenient to specialize the inequalities (6.3) in the following way.

Put

»*i I 1 + et I — I Cj I r21 1 4- c2 + c31 — I c3 \
Sl = -1 s2

1 + r, 1 + 2r2
(6.5) I    I     I I

rn I 1 + cn + Cn+i I — rnrn-2 \ cn \ — | cn+i |
Sn — ->

1 + 2rn 4- rnr„_2

« = 3, 4, 5, • - • . If Si, s2, 5», • • • jgO, and /„' is the larger of s„_i, s„, then

tn = tf, (rajS2), satisfy the inequalities (6.3). We therefore have this theorem:

Theorem 6.1. Let a2, a3, 04, ■ • • , ("2, C3, C4, ■ ■ • be functions of any vari-

ables over a domain D, and suppose that there exist numbers r\, f2, r3, ■ ■ ■ ,

nonnegative and independent of the variables such that the quantities sn, defined

by (6.5), are nonnegative over 77. Then if

I , (S„_i
(6.6) I a„ — cn I g <      , « = 2, 3, 4, ■ • • ,

we shall have rn\ 14-an4-an+i| "Sr„r„_2| an\4-1 an+i| /or « = 1, 2, 3, • • • ,

(r_i = ro = fli = 0). Hence, in particular, if l+2~lrir2 • • ■ f« converges, the con-

tinued fraction (1.1) wz7/ converge uniformly over 77.

As an illustration, let c„ = (2« — 3)/4, «S2; >% = «/(« 4-2), »^1. Then

Si=l/8, s„ = (« —1)/(4«), «S2, and hence the continued fraction (1.1) in

which a2=(14-4s;2)/4, a3 = (34-4x3)/4, • • • , an = (2w-34-4x„)/4, • • • con-

verges uniformly for

I %| S 1/8,       I x„| g 1/4 - l/[4(» - 1)],

» = 3, 4, 5, • ■ • .
If cn = c and 9?(c) > — 1/4, we can determine by means of Theorem 6.1 a

neighborhood of c which is a convergence region for (1.1).

Theorem 6.2. Let c, a%, a3, a4, • • • be functions of any variables over a

certain domain D in which

, I 1 + 2c I - 2 I c I
I an — c I g -,        n = 2, 3, 4, • • • .

TAen <Ac continued fraction (1.1) converges uniformly over D.
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Proof. Take rn=\, cn = c in Theorem 6.1. Then the theorem follows at

once by application of Theorem D.

It is not difficult to show by means of Theorem A, with r„ = «/(« +2),

that 2 is the least upper bound of the absolute value of the continued fraction

in Theorem 6.2.

Theorem 6.2 gives a generalization of the Worpitzky theorem, which re-

duces to the latter when c = 0. It is applicable whenever the real part of c

exceeds —1/4, and in this case furnishes a solution of the problem of Szäsz

for the periodic continued fraction l/l+c/l+e/l+ ■ • • . Szäsz obtained a

solution except when c is real and not greater than —1/4, in which case

there is no solution. We note that when c = 1, the theorem of Szäsz gives as

the radius of the convergence circle approximately 5/22, Theorem 6.1 gives

the value 1/4, and the parabola theorem gives the value 1. Moreover, from

the latter theorem it follows that the radius of a convergence circle with

center c = l cannot exceed 1.
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